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a deal too fond of " seeming with a Pish! to neglect all another said and he approved not."1 The consequent troubles did not seriously affect matters until defeat and impoverishment began to work on nerves already frayed. The Royalist strategy remained for a long time a model of intelligence compared with the aimlessness of the Roundheads. For it required a Cromwell to save London's counsels from all and more of the evils that afflicted Oxford.
The armies became very different from the armed crowds of Edge Hill. Parliament, controlling the old arsenals and the Kentish factory, had the better artillery. But no one took'much account of guns until it came to siegework; they decided no battles; gunners were a despised adjunct to an army, enjoying a particularly bad name for foul language—due, said some, to their commerce with infernal substances. Cavalry was very important ; its function was not yet, as the Victorian officer said, "to add distinction to what would otherwise be a vulgar brawl": it was often the decisive arm. Here the King hady at first, a great advantage: his troopers were better mounted, better trained, and better led. Their only rivals came from East Anglia, where Cromwell had grasped the importance of training and was using a lighter breed of horse, the product, largely, of King James's experiments with Arab and Mediterranean strains. They proved a match for the old English "great horse/'2 which the Cavaliers still favoured. It is harder to make any comparison between the infantry on the two sides. The very complicated drill survives in military handbooks: since there were no bayonets a regiment was half pikemen, half musketeers with unwieldy matchlocks, needing an iron rest to aim them, almost useless on rainy days. The handling of either weapon was an art, and one that England
,l Warwick's memoirs.
•Contrariwise, the descendants of the "great horse" are now best known in East AngKa, particularly the " Suffolk punch."

